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The DSM-5 (R) Repositionable Page Markers are designed to help you quickly and easily locate

key information within DSM-5 (R). Ã‚ The clear portion of each marker should be pressed onto the

desired page in your manual, with the purple portion of each marker extending past the edge of the

manual's page. Ã‚ The markers are made with a non-permanent adhesive and may be repositioned

within your manual at any time.Ã‚ Four blank labels have been included and may be customized

according to your areas of interest. Repositionable page markers are included for: Ã‚

ClassificationÃ‚ Section I Ã‚ Section IIÃ‚ NeurodevelopmentalÃ‚ Schizophrenia SpectrumÃ‚

Bipolar & RelatedÃ‚ DepressiveÃ‚ AnxietyÃ‚ Obsessive-CompulsiveÃ‚ Trauma & StressorÃ‚

DissociativeÃ‚ Somatic & RelatedÃ‚ Feeding & EatingÃ‚ EliminationÃ‚ Sleep-WakeÃ‚ Sexual

DysfunctionsÃ‚ Gender DysphoriaÃ‚ DisruptiveÃ‚ Substance & AddictiveÃ‚ NeurocognitiveÃ‚

PersonalityÃ‚ ParaphilicÃ‚ Other Mental DisordersÃ‚ Medication-InducedÃ‚ Other ConditionsÃ‚

Section IIIÃ‚ Assessment MeasuresÃ‚ Cultural FormulationÃ‚ Alternative Model: PersonalityÃ‚

Conditions for Further StudyÃ‚ AppendixÃ‚ Highlights of ChangesÃ‚ Technical TermsÃ‚ Cultural

ConceptsÃ‚ Alphabetical ListingÃ‚ Numerical ICD Listings
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.30 cents per sticky flag? Really? I was expecting something more than cheap 'post note flags' I was

expecting something more than 36 cheap flags for $11 dollars. The picture makes each of the tabs

appear like those semi-hard taps we all have seen in professional binders. Not these. These are



lightly sticky, and bendable/crease-able. Way too much money for what these are. Even $5 dollars

would be pushing it.Update: 08/08/2014I found the tabs that I was expecting these to be for around

$15+ shipping. http://diagnostictabs.com/If you compare the two you will understand what you are

really buying with product.

I love the transparency of these... sure any tabs will work but the convenience of having these

already typed up in an easy to read font is rather nice. I think the price is a bit high, but the

usefulness makes splurging worth it... I added some pics of them installed so you can better see the

transparency of them... hope it helps with your purchase decision..

These are terrible. Not worth $1 let alone $10+.... I expected something better than this. When the

DSM-5 came out, I 'tabbed' one for one of my professors (I am the GA at our masters program) and

they were well made, sturdy tabs. These tabs? Like scotch tape, with less 'stick'. Go somewhere

else... this was not worth it.

This was easier for me to do then to try to make taps myself like I do with my last day of him. I like

the fact that they are removable, although when I tried to remove one to reposition it, tore my page.

It is difficult to find what you're looking for, because they are transparent. Also only the sections are

tabs and not the actual diagnoses. Overall, it's better than having to flip through.

This product is definitely not worth its price. In other wards it is over priced. Additionally, it is both

inadequate and insufficient as reference markers. This is an investment only if it is offered for a

fraction of the $9.00 price where you can easily afford the multiple copies you would need.

Don't waste your time with this product. They are not sturdy and do not stick very well and curl up so

you can't read them. If you use your DSM-5 often the tabs pull from the pages and then end up

somewhere else. Needless to say...very frustrating. I am just taking them off.

but tinted, thin, paper with black ink. Not the material of a 'tab'. It's so/so. Easy on/off page

placement. Would prefer a white background instead of clear....

I'm an organizational freak and tabbed my DSM-IV TR myself. I love the IDEA of these but the

REALITY of them...not so much. 1. They're clear so they are very, very hard to read/see. 2. They



are very thin so they don't mark the pages well. The chapters aren't as easy to find as they would be

if the tabs weren't so flimsy. If the background was a solid color I'd think these were the next best

thing to sliced white bread!
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